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Homosexuality and the Christian Faith 

 

Introduction  

Unless you’ve been completely insulated from popular culture and ignoring the news for the last 

twenty years, we’ve all known that this day was coming.  On June 26
th

 of this year, the highest 

court in our country made same-sex marriage the law of the land and thereby institutionalized 

immorality.  Of course, they did the same thing on January 22, 1973 when they legalized the 

murder of babies in the womb.   

 

It’s interesting how our culture uses science to prove everything.  That is, unless what we want is 

opposed to the most obvious scientific outcomes.  We know that human DNA is present as soon 

as egg and sperm join.  A baby’s heartbeat can be heard eight weeks from conception.  We 

mourn miscarriages.  Ultrasounds detect sex and fingers.  But if a baby isn’t wanted, it is 

butchered in the womb by abortion and, if the abortionist was careful, the body parts may be sold 

for research.  Why would they be of any value if they weren’t human?  The most “inconvenient 

truth” of our generation isn’t global warming.  It’s that human life begins at conception.  That 

argument is finished, even though our culture refuses to acknowledge it. 

 

Our cultural engagement with homosexuality, however, is newer and more nuanced.  We are just 

beginning to wrestle with it. In the last ten years or so, science has been searching for evidence, 

with some limited success, that people can be predisposed to homosexuality.  And, of course, if it 

is accepted that homosexuality is a predisposition, then, our culture reasons, we are obligated to 

affirm and celebrate it.   

 

The church is not immune to the question of homosexuality.  On Christmas Eve, 1991, Mel 

White came out as an openly gay Christian.  If you don’t know his name, let me list his 

accomplishments prior to coming out.   Mel White was regarded by evangelicals leaders as one 

of their most talented and productive leaders.  He was a professor at Fuller Seminary, ghost 

wrote a book for Jerry Falwell, a speech for Ollie North, flew in Pat Robertson’s private jet, and 

held private conversations with Billy Graham.  But since 1991, he has been one of the most 

influential voices calling for the affirmation of homosexuality in the church.  Denominations like 

the United Church of Christ and the Evangelical Lutheran Churches of America openly advocate 

for and support same-sex marriage.  Even some American Baptist churches affirm 

homosexuality and same-sex marriage though our denomination has taken a very firm and clear 

stand against it.  Last year, Matthew Vines, a Harvard-educated young man raised in a 

conservative evangelical home wrote God and the Gay Christian: The Biblical Case in Support 

of Same-Sex Relationships.  It was written specifically to convince evangelicals to embrace 

“loving monogamous same-sex relationships.”  Disturbingly, it was published by Convergent 

Books, an imprint of Multnomah Press, a respected evangelical publisher.  
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This is not a sermon that I set out to preach when I came here three years ago.  But support for 

homosexuality and same-sex marriage has reached critical mass in our country with a majority of 

Americans being in favor of it.  Our media celebrates it.  Our public schools will be obligated to 

teach it.  Our young people and children are under incredible pressure to accept it.   

 

And still there is more.  There is a rising flood of biblical scholars and teachers who assert that 

committed homosexual relationships can be, and in fact are, affirmed and celebrated in the Bible.  

You cannot simply write them off.  Their arguments, on the surface, are compelling.  Many 

evangelicals are being seduced.  There is a great need for clarity and defense for what the 

Scriptures teach about homosexuality.  I cannot exhaust the subject in one thirty minute sermon.  

I am not that smart and we are limited by time.  I do recommend two excellent and scholarly 

books: 

 

 Can You Be Gay and Christian? Responding With Love and Truth to Questions About 

Homosexuality: By Michael L. Brown, PhD 

 The Bible and Homosexual Practice: By Robert A. J. Gagnon 

 

But be warned, however.  These books are necessarily graphic. 

 

But our starting point will be the Book of Books – the Bible.  We will look at two primary texts 

that specifically reference homosexuality.   

 

The Relevant Texts – Leviticus 18:1-26 & Romans 1:26-27 

 

And the Lord spoke to Moses, saying, “Speak to the people of Israel and say to them, I am the 

Lord your God. You shall not do as they do in the land of Egypt, where you lived, and you shall 

not do as they do in the land of Canaan, to which I am bringing you. You shall not walk in their 

statutes. You shall follow my rules and keep my statutes and walk in them. I am the Lord your 

God. You shall therefore keep my statutes and my rules; if a person does them, he shall live by 

them: I am the Lord. 

 

“None of you shall approach any one of his close relatives to uncover nakedness. I am the Lord.  

 

7 -18 – Prohibitions against incestual relations.  

 

“You shall not approach a woman to uncover her nakedness while she is in her menstrual 

uncleanness. And you shall not lie sexually with your neighbor's wife and so make yourself 

unclean with her. You shall not give any of your children to offer them to Molech, and so 

profane the name of your God: I am the Lord. You shall not lie with a male as with a woman; it 

is an abomination.  And you shall not lie with any animal and so make yourself unclean with it, 

neither shall any woman give herself to an animal to lie with it: it is perversion. 
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“Do not make yourselves unclean by any of these things, for by all these the nations I am driving 

out before you have become unclean, and the land became unclean, so that I punished its 

iniquity, and the land vomited out its inhabitants. But you shall keep my statutes and my rules 

and do none of these abominations, either the native or the stranger who sojourns among you.” 

 

A few pages beyond, in Leviticus 20, dire consequences are given for those who would break 

this sexual holiness code.  Interestingly, there are no specific prohibitions against lesbianism.  

But the principle is present, as we shall see in St. Paul’s writing on the topic in the New 

Testament.   

 

Those who would discount the application of this passage for today offer two reasons.  The first, 

on the surface, seems convincing.  Why should we hold ourselves to the Law in sexual matters 

only, and ignore the prohibitions in Leviticus against other things like eating shellfish and pork 

and wearing clothing of mixed fabrics.  Should we kill our neighbor who works on the Sabbath 

as required in Exodus 35:2?  Obviously, these laws no longer apply to us.  Why should the laws 

regarding sexual behavior?   

 

You’ll hear that argument a lot.  Here’s the answer:  God gave the dietary and garment 

restrictions, Sabbath laws, and many more specific laws to make the Israelites different from the 

nations that surrounded them.  God didn’t require those things from the Canaanites, the 

Ammonites, the Moabites or any of the other nations in the regions.  More importantly, God 

didn’t judge the other nations on the basis of those laws either.  But he did destroy them and 

drive them out because of their deviant sexual and idolatrous practices.  The text is very clear in 

18:24: “Do not make yourselves unclean by any of these things, for by all these the nations I am 

driving out before you have become unclean…” 

 

Secondly, those who would disregard this passage prohibiting homosexual behavior maintain 

that the word translated “abomination” really means “taboo” – that is, ritually unclean.  They’re 

not universally prohibited; just for the priests.  This is just poor exegesis.  It is reading into 

Scripture what one wants to see, through the lens of one’s own experience.  Michael Brown, 

whose PhD is in Near Eastern Languages explains that the word translated as “abomination” in 

this passage is to’evah and it literally means “detestable, abhorrent, or to act abhorrently.”  The 

acts described in this passage are universally morally detestable.   

 

But wait a minute, Pastor Bob, you might be saying.  What about having sex with one’s wife 

during her monthly period?  If you were paying attention, you know that was in the list.  That 

hasn’t been a concern for Christians.  I’ll make a couple of comments.  First, that behavior is not 

of the same kind as homosexuality as it doesn’t carry the same penalty.  In Leviticus, death is the 

penalty for incest, bestiality, and homosexuality.  Expulsion from the community, not death, is 

the penalty for having sex during a woman’s period.  Certainly, the “sacredness” of blood was a 
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consideration in this prohibition.  Most importantly for us today, however, is that this sexual 

prohibition did not make the New Testament’s list, to which we now turn. 

 

Romans 1:26-27 

 

Paul’s Epistle to the Romans is perhaps his most complete theological statement.  He begins with 

an overall picture of God’s dealings with man and man’s rebellion against God.  The verses that 

follow describe the lowest moral place to which man’s rebellion would lead: 

 

For this reason God gave them up to dishonorable passions. For their women exchanged 

natural relations for those that are contrary to nature;  and the men likewise gave up 

natural relations with women and were consumed with passion for one another, men 

committing shameless acts with men and receiving in themselves the due penalty for their 

error. 

Romans 1:26-27 

 

In this classic passage, theologians who support same-sex relationships maintain the Paul was 

only condemning those who engaged in idolatrous homosexuality, that is, same-sex temple 

prostitutes.  There is no question that such a practice was present in the ancient world.  But to 

limit the prohibition only to religious acts of homosexuality is to completely miss Paul’s point in 

the text.  The apostle was illustrating man’s ultimate rebellion against God’s order and plan in 

homosexual acts.  Paul’s argument, in fact, is the most compelling argument against 

homosexuality.  God made a man and a woman complementary to each other.  The plumbing 

doesn’t work any other way.  Significantly, the conceiving of human life, the most profound 

reflection of God’s image in humanity, can only happen with a male and a female.  As clearly as 

a fetus in the womb is a human being, sex was exclusively designed for a man and woman.   

 

Paul also goes on to condemn homosexuality in I Corinthians 6:9 and I Timothy 1:9-10.   

 

Or do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be 

deceived: neither the sexually immoral, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor men who 

practice homosexuality… 

I Cor. 6:9 

 

…understanding this, that the law is not laid down for the just but for the lawless and 

disobedient, for the ungodly and sinners, for the unholy and profane, for those who strike 

their fathers and mothers, for murderers, the sexually immoral, men who practice 

homosexuality, enslavers, liars, perjurers, and whatever else is contrary to sound 

doctrine… 

I Timothy 1:9-10 
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There is no getting around it.  The Apostle Paul condemned homosexuality.  There was no 

exception, as “homosexual Christians” maintain for loving, monogamous same-sex 

relationships.”   The only way that homosexuals can get around the prohibition is to discredit 

Paul, which they attempt to do.  But the church affirmed the apostle’s position by putting his 

books in the New Testament.  In fact, the church, for over two thousand years has always 

condemned homosexuality.  Indeed, even in the ancient 

cultures that allowed homosexuality, it was never 

celebrated.  As Chief Justice John Roberts observed, it 

is the height of historical hubris to seek to overturn the 

universal disdain against homosexuality since the 

beginning of the human race.   

 

Jesus and homosexuality 

Professor Robert Gagnon writes, “Few areas are so given to self-deception as the area of 

sexuality.  Where the potential for pleasure is greatest, the potential for clever and self-serving 

sophistry [foolishness] is also the greatest.”
1
  Jesus never talked about homosexuality, though 

gay theologians attempt to have him affirming it when he encountered the centurion who sought 

healing for his young servant.  In a despicable twisting of God’s Word, they assert that the word 

translated as “young servant” meant a young boy that he used as a homosexual lover – a practice 

that was sometimes observed in ancient world elite.  While the word used for “servant” in this 

passage may have that meaning in some contexts, such an interpretation would be impossible in 

Scripture.   

 

The story is found in Luke 7.  It is the Jewish elders who bring the centurion’s case to Jesus’ 

attention.  It is unthinkable that Jewish elders would have supported any kind of homosexual 

relationship by bringing it to the Master.  Second, and even more shocking, Jesus would have 

been endorsing homosexual rape on a young slave.  The boy would have had no choice in the 

matter.  Such a suggestion is enough to make any devout Christian deeply offended and appalled.   

 

Jesus never talked about homosexuality because it was clearly understood to be an abomination 

in his day.  You cannot argue persuasively from his silence.   

 

Definitive Conclusions 

Robert Gagnon, in his definitive book, The Bible and Homosexual Practice, presents four 

compelling arguments against affirming homosexuality in any form:
2
 

 

1. Same sex intercourse is strongly and unequivocally rejected by the revelation of 

Scripture.  

                                                      
1
 Robert A. J. Gagnon, The Bible and Homosexual Practice, p. 296.  

2
 Gagnon, p. 487-489. 

“Just who do we think we are?” 

Chief Justice John Roberts 

Dissenting opinion Obergfell vs. Hodges 
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2. Same sex intercourse represents a suppression of the visible evidence in nature regarding 

male-female anatomical and procreative complementarity.  (In other words, the plumbing 

doesn’t work.) 

3. Societal endorsement of homosexual behavior will only accelerate its many negative 

social effects, including an increase in serious physical and emotional illnesses with those 

who engage in homosexual behavior, an increase in same sex activity between adults and 

children/adolescents, a significant erosion in traditional marriage, the annihilation of 

societal gender norms, and the public, political, educational, professional, and legal 

marginalization of those persons or organizations that oppose homosexual behavior.   

4. The practicing homosexual’s own relationship with God will be put into jeopardy.   

 

Welcoming But Not Affirming 

The Bible unequivocally prohibits homosexuality.  That should close the books.   

 

“The Bible says it.  I believe it.  That settles it.” 

 

Yes.  But unless we’re going to be disobedient to the Word of God and completely isolate 

ourselves from the world, we’re going to have to live in a culture that doesn’t believe it.  Many 

of us have friends or relatives who are LGBT.  Consider this: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KeYJx179pXQ 

 

What do you do?  This is perhaps the most compelling challenge to the church.  Increasingly, 

you will know someone or have a loved one come out as gay.  As with Mary Jane, in the video, 

many people align themselves with relationship and compromise the truth.  Indeed, some of you 

are wrestling with this very question even as I speak.   

 

Jesus came with both truth and grace (John 1:14).  We must do the same.  We cannot affirm 

homosexual behavior.  Some will argue that homosexual people are born that way, so it is cruel 

to expect them to deny their happiness.  Even if you accept that people are born with homosexual 

tendencies, the Scriptures teach that we are not to affirm the behavior, as we have seen.  Some 

people are born with a short fuse.  They are easily brought to anger.  But as a Christian, they are 

not to embrace it.  Heterosexual people are tempted by other people besides their mate.  They are 

to deny those urges.  What about people who struggle with stealing or lying.  Shouldn’t they 

deny themselves, too? 

 

Of course.  When anyone comes to Christ, the old nature is to be put off and we are to put on 

Christ’s nature.  I’m not saying that it is easy.  But as a Christian, we are not identified by our 

broken sinful impulses.  We are in Christ; old things have passed away.  Furthermore, as 

important as sexuality is, we are not defined by it.  We are much more than just sexual animals.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KeYJx179pXQ
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It is not a sin to have homosexual temptation or tendencies.  It is a sin – rebellion against God –

to engage in it.  Friends, we are all in need of grace.  The Apostle Paul wrote: 

 

And you were dead in the trespasses and sins in which you once walked, following the 

course of this world, following the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that is now at 

work in the sons of disobedience— among whom we all once lived in the passions of our 

flesh, carrying out the desires of the body and the mind, and were by nature children of 

wrath, like the rest of mankind.  But God, being rich in mercy, because of the great love 

with which he loved us, even when we were dead in our trespasses, made us alive 

together with Christ—by grace you have been saved 

Eph. 2:1-5 

 

The Bible says that God loves people – no matter how broken and rebellious.  God loves 

homosexuals.  You and I have received the grace of God which we did not deserve.  That’s why 

it is called grace.  We will hold to the truth of God’s word - all homosexual behavior is sin – but 

we will extend the grace of God to all people, including those confused and broken by 

homosexuality.  Love them.  Have compassion on them without thinking you’re better than 

them.  Treat them as people who are made in the image of God – with dignity.   

 

I know that some have been faced with difficult questions.  Should you attend the same-sex 

marriage of a loved one?  For the sake of truth, you do not want to diminish the biblical 

institution of marriage between a man and a woman.  But for the sake of grace, you need to find 

a way to affirm your love and care for your loved one without approving of their behavior.  The 

answers aren’t easy.  You’ll have to pray and discern your way through.   

 

What if outwardly gay persons attended our church?  We should welcome them to worship, 

study, and fellowship as any other person.  But we cannot affirm their lifestyle by offering 

positions of leadership to them, no matter how gifted or experienced.   

 

Friends, let grace and truth be our mantra.  We will not compromise the truth revealed in 

Scripture.  But we will reach out in grace and mercy because it is there, that God also rescued us.   

 

 

 


